Mineral imbalance and ruminant health
A field study in the Netherlands

At a time when there is mounting biochemical evidence for the essential nature of correct traceelement balance to neuronal activity and resistance to neurodegenerative disease there is a paucity of
research on how trace element dietary status effects livestock animals. With threats like TSEs fully in
public view it is astounding that the care of animals and how their diet might expose them to such
neurodegenerative and possibly transmissible diseases is largely ignored. While genetic status of an
animal is an important consideration in this molecular age, it remains a fact that the phenotype of an
animal is what is important and diet remain the single most critical regulator, aside from genetic
information, that determines what that phenotype will be. On this background, Betty Stikkers'
experiments on the role of trace-elements in sheep health are likely to provide interesting and
important information. As these experiments are supported by a panel of international and
experienced research scientists and it is important that these experiments continue.
Dr. David R. Brown*
The sudden death of 3 Shetland sheep with neurological disorders en the death of 2 Shetland sheep
with scrapie is the reason we have started this study.
The neurological disorders were linked to acute Cu def and in our search for a solution we came in
contact with Dr. Stewart Telfer from Leeds University in the UK.
It has long been known that molybdenum is involved in copper deficiency but it is now becoming clear
that, when combined with sulphur, it actually causes the symptoms which we call copper deficiency.
When molybdenum and sulphur are present in the rumen the bacteria combine them to form
thiomolybdates (MoSn). These compounds must combine with copper and once they have done so
the copper present in copper-thiomolybdate is no longer available to the animal.
If thiomolybdate does not find copper in the rumen it passes through into the blood and tissues where
it seeks out the most available forms of copper and in attaching to it makes it unavailable to the
animal. Once it has taken out all of the amino acid copper present in the plasma it next comes to the
copper metallo-enzymes and when it extracts the copper from these it stops them from working. The
animal continues to produce the enzymes but as quickly as it does so thiomolybdate moves in to
deactivate them. It is this deactivation of copper enzymes that causes the clinical symptoms of copper
deficiency not the lack of copper. So even when an animal has adequate levels of total copper it can
still show symptoms, which we know as copper deficiency, including infertility, poor coat, and (in sheep
and deer) swayback.
Autopsy of the scrapie sheep learned that brains were totally deteriorated.
Inquiry learned that the 2 animals were not protected against Cu def and they ate ¾ of a salt lick in just
6 month time. Analyses of the lick learned that the animals consumed a total of 82.500 mg manganese
in this period. The lick contained 11.000 mg of manganese per kilo. The animals showed neurological
disorders, were wasting and apathetic.
In collaboration with scientists from England, Sweden and Finland we started this study to elucidate
the effects of manganese supplementation.
All fodder and mineral products were to be analysed before feeding and only normal available
products were to be used.

Analyses of mineral supplements, salt lick and hay
Al analyses are showing a different content as labelled.
Salt lick did not contain 7500 mg, manganese per kilo but 9.263 mg and 16.327 mg per kilo.
The mineral bucket did not contain 900 mg manganese but 1.319; not 400 mg of iron but 994 mg.
This bucket also contains 3.315 mg of sulphur, not labelled.
Hay of 2003 contained 1.301 mg. of iron against 386 mg in 2004.

Groups
There are 3 groups of animals, all the same age. Group 1 and 2 had the same father and were until
the start of this study never protected from Cu def. Group 3 have had some protection as lamb or at
the age of 6 month. At the start of the experiment the animals were 10 month old.
(to prevent Cu. def. the animals are given a glass bolus with copper, cobalt and selenium)

Group 2 received a bolus 2 month after the start of the study.

So far the study has provided us with the following information:

Weight at beginning of study
Weight after 1,5 year
Increase in weight
Use salt lick in 1,5 year

Group 1 deficiënt
15,7 kg average
30,25 kg average
91,25%
6 kg

Group 2 not deficient
15,75 kg average
40 kg average
142,5%
0,5 kg

Control group
25,5 kg average
39,25 kg average
54,35%

We noticed that the deficient group is consuming the lick frequently (daily) the non def. group
is not.
•

The development of the teeth is interesting, animals that were protected for Cu def as young
lamb, 3 month (2 animals) are having a normal set of teeth, the rest is degenerated.

•

The lack of muscles in the deficient group is significant

•

As the experiment progressed we noticed striking changes.
For instance, when we fed hay with high levels of iron and manganese we noticed that the
animals displayed rapid movements with their tongues over their lips causing slight salivation,
they didn’t drink much water in spite of the hay, they have a stiff gait and seem depressed
and quite lethargic. When changing fodder and reducing iron levels they showed different
behaviour. Note, not the stiff gait.
Also very interesting to see was the miosis in the sheep. Miosis is a constriction of the pupil of
the eye, resulting from a normal response to an increase in light or caused by certain drugs or
pathological conditions.

Interesting detail: Mn levels in scrapie blood is elevated, we see elevated Mn levels in blood of Cu def.
sheep in de sheep.
Betty Stikkers
b.stikkers@shetlandsheep.nl

*Dr. David Brown is professor in Biochemistry at the University of Bath and a member of the Spongiform
Encephalopathy Advisory Committee, SEAC, that advises the UK government on issues to do with
BSE and variant CJD.
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